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Light and Lovely

The DC PRO-X
The wonderful thing about any
David Clark headset is they are built
for longevity. I still use the first
David Clark headset I ever owned;
and I bought it in 1986. That said,
when the company sent me a
brand-new DC PRO-X to try out I
practically swooned at its diminutive
weight and footprint.
The hyper-light rugged magnesium alloy headband and
suspension system was simple to adjust to my head size, and the
“squeeze” factor simply does not exist on this headset. Hybrid noise
cancelling technology makes the on-ear (versus earcovering) headset work. Dual volume controls
and built-in Bluetooth capability make
it easy to pair with my MP3 player
for tunes en route, and for making
cell calls to ATC for clearances on
the ground. The ANR should go
50 hours on two “AA” batteries—
no need for ship’s power.
Finally, the M-55 electret microphone,
a key element in the noise-cancelling scheme of this TSO-C139 approved headset,
makes my calls to ATC clear and crisp, even in extreme noise conditions.
The headset comes with David Clark’s five-year warranty, but if the quality is anything like that of my original David Clarks, that will never be an issue.
The new DC-Pro-X, priced in the mid-range for ANR technology, is available from
numerous distributors and pilot shops in the U.S. and in Europe. —A.L.
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Flying Carpet show
in Prescott during the
WAI Regional Conference
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AviationforWomen

FlyGirl
by Syd Blue

R
DAVID ZICKL

While attending October’s WAI Regional
Conference in Prescott, Arizona, don’t miss
aviation author and photographer
Greg Brown’s Views from the Flying Carpet
Fine Art Aerial Photography exhibit.
For over 40 years, the popular
long-running AOPA Flight Training
columnist has photographed the world
from aloft. Now, see Greg’s spectacular
aerial images as large fine art prints at
Prescott’s renowned Sharlot Hall Museum,
at 415 W. Gurley Street in Prescott.
Exhibit hours are Monday-Saturday 10-4,
and Sunday 12-4.
Adult admission is $7.
For more info see
GregBrownFlyingCarpet.com and
www.Sharlot.org.

ole models make the woman, some people say.
I certainly think it doesn’t hurt young women
and girls to see someone like them succeeding
in a discipline they might choose as their own, one
day. Author Syd Blue is one of those role models for
girls looking to succeed in aviation. Blue, a commercial pilot, fi lmmaker and now, author, has created an
entertaining, accessible story for youth with FlyGirl.
We all know aviation is the great equalizer in life, and it
has the capacity to teach deep and meaningful life lessons. Blue taps into that with her plot line, and keeps you reading to the end.—A.L.
ISBN-13: 978-0615709710
Landcrab Publishing; 2012.
Paperback; 196 pages, $8.00
www.amazon.com
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